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Abstract. Automatic extraction of formal knowledge speci�cations from

Natural Language (NL) text is a challenging research and development

area. Currently the task is considered feasible for restricted NL input

only. A number of CG researchers approached the problem, applying

Sowas algorithm for analysis of NL input by joins of relevant canoni-

cal graphs. This paper summarises the state of the art and describes

the CGExtract prototype, which approaches the subject by integration

of Parasite, an already existing component for NL analysis and Under-

standing (NLU). This powerful NLU machine produces logical form for

each correct sentence and processes coreferences in extended discourse

of several sentences. Given an initial type hierarchy and relevant lexicon

information, CGExtract constructs new KB graphs corresponding to the

input text, by (i) checking whether the input sentences represent one

connected graph, (ii) proving the KB consistency, i.e. proving whether

the new graph is in contradiction with the already existing KB graphs

and (iii) proving whether the new graph yields loop de�nitions with al-

ready existing KB graphs. The CGWorld workbench [4] supports the

user interface of CGExtract.

1 Introduction

Automatic extraction of formal knowledge speci�cations from NL text is a chal-
lenging research and development area. However, this enterprise still looks too
hard, e�orts consuming and very expensive. Automatic Knowledge Acquisition
(KA) needs preliminary de�ned description of every (important) word expected
in the input text, i.e. an input word can be recognised and correspondingly pro-
cessed if and only if the system's lexicon contains at least some morphological
information about that word. Initial (upper layer of the) type hierarchy and
some semantic primitives are needed as well. In this way it turns out that auto-
matic KA requires preliminary de�nitions of thousand words, e�orts to provide
relatively full text analysis and special attention to the consistency of knowledge,



which is acquired and stored in the knowledge base (KB). Due to all complica-
tions, currently the task of automatic KA is considered feasible for restricted NL
input only.

A number of researchers focused on this subject in a number of projects
dealing with extraction of Conceptual Graphs (CG) from restricted English.
The input text of these prototype systems varies from single, isolated phrases
and sentences to larger text collections dealing with discourse structures. The
common approach is to analyse the restricted NL input using John Sowa's algo-
rithms based on joins of prede�ned canonical graphs. We have to emphasize that
this kind of semantic-driven NL analysis provides quick and eÆcient results for
messages in somewhat telegraphic style and thus turned out to be feasible for
e.g. knowledge extraction from medical reports about patients. As a contrast,
this paper describes an attempt to exploit existing components for NL under-
standing in order to automatically construct a CG knowledge base from input
text in restricted English.

A basic component in our CGExtract prototype is the system Parasite, devel-
oped by Allan Ramsay (University of Manchester, UK) [10]. Parasite performs
the morphological, syntactic and semantic analysis of the input text of few En-
glish sentences and currently processes many kinds of coreferences in extended
discourse. The system outputs detailed results of syntactic analysis combined
with logical forms of sentences, which are determined to be semantically correct
with respect to the given meaning postulates. Our elaboration CGExtract bene-
�ts from the linguistic diagnostic provided by Parasite (which concerns �ndings
at all levels of NL analysis: morphology, syntax, semantics and discourse struc-
ture including recognition of discourse referents and their coreference). In this
way, integrating Parasite enables us to de�ne "controlled English" as "English ac-
cepted by Parasite". Such a powerful component allows for further development
focusing on the proper KB problems, i.e. knowledge augmenting, structuring and
consistency.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the notion of "con-
trolled English" and overviews briey some related research and prototype sys-
tems dealing with automatic acquisition of CG from English text. Section 3
presents problems for KA from free text, lists useful Parasite features and gives

an example of Parasite output, which is the input for CGExtract. Section 4
considers CGExtract in more detail, focuses on the KB consistency problems,
which we pretend to solve at present, and gives examples and evaluation. What
we �nd innovative in our approach is the fact that building upon an existing,

very elaborated NLU components, we process more complex sentences and even
extended discourse and address problems related to KB consistency. Section 5
contains the conclusion and sketches future work.

2 Related research for controlled languages

Most of the research done for the acquisition of CG from text aims at the pro-
cessing of somewhat realistic sentences and text speci�cations. However, full



text analysis is not easy to achieve and that is why all applications deal with
some restricted NL, which is often called Controlled language (CL). A CL may
be de�ned as a language designed for special purposes. Controlled languages
range from arti�cial, programming languages with NL keywords (suitable for
well-de�ned applications, but the lack of extensibility makes them diÆcult to
adapt to new applications [15]) to subsets, which keep much of the NL rich-
ness. In general, however, (1) It is not clear how restricted a language should
be to provide successful automatic KA, and moreover, there are no convincing
practical applications de�ning the optimal restrictions, and (2) Ambitions, as
well as existing unrestricted text sources, make us consider almost free NL as an
ultimate goal.

What should be restricted in a CL, still preserving the essential part of its
expressiveness? Some answers are given in the �eld of computational linguistics,
which tried to de�ne restricted languages for improving the quality of machine
translation (see e.g. [5]). Other groups of scientists dealing with controlled lan-
guages de�ned restricted languages like Basic English, Esperanto, and recently
the so-called Universal Language. In summary, the �rst important restriction

concerns the vocabulary: much less words are allowed, with one meaning per
word only, and few hundred prede�ned operators-verbs. Domain terms are to
be additionally appended to the basic vocabulary. The rules are mainly advice
on constructions that should be avoided, usually because they lead to ambi-
guity. The rules for controlled languages tend to be stylistic guidelines rather
than hard and fast grammar speci�cations. .... The readability and clarity of
a controlled language technical text often seems better that uncontrolled text,
even for native English readers. ... It is not particularly diÆcult to train people
to write controlled language texts, i.e. text which generally observes some set

of fairly simple writing rules [5]. Examples of task-speci�c controlled languages
used in companies like Xerox, British Aerospace, etc. show that dealing with
some controlled NL is a promising choice in automatic KA from text [5].

The existing prototypes for acquisition of CG from text process de facto
controlled English. It is worth noting that this kind of applications were very
popular among the CG community in the 80-ies and 90-ies, after the publication
of the idea how to perform NL-analysis using join ([16]) and two papers reporting
the earlies implementation for English ([17, 18]). Today we can list dozens of
prototypes developed for English, French, Italian and German languages in task-
speci�c contexts (most references are omitted for brevity), and our perspective
would be to overview the systems together with the restrictions they impose on
the NL input.

One of the earliest rather developed prototype was DANTE, which analysed
isolated complex Italian sentences [20]. This system is a serious e�ort to en-
code lexical semantics in a systematic way: it works with about 850 extended
word-sense de�nitions. DANTE performs real morphological analysis . Its syntax
analysis is provided by a grammar with app. 100 rules which covers about 80

Successful prototypes for analysis of medical texts were implemented in Ham-
burg University (METEXA, [14]) and Geneva University Hospital (RECIT, [13]).



Medical texts, esp. reports about patients, are characterized by rather telegraphic
style, so the semantic structure is more important than the syntactic one when
the systems analyse the NL input in order to translate it to CG. METEXA
works with a corpus of 1500 radiological reports containing about 8000 di�er-
ent wordforms. It has a fullform lexicon, where the compound German terms are
de�ned, and performs syntactic analysis of the input phrases. The semantic anal-
ysis works in parallel with the syntax analysis. METEXA translates the reports
(consisting mostly of simple sentences and phrases) to CG and answers questions
about the semantic representation of radiological reports. This system gives an
important hint for treatment of semantic patterns in NL with cases. Another
example of successful performance in the medical domain - RECIT - analyses
sentences from medical texts in French, English and German and stores the sen-
tence meanings into CGs. It works on free-text patient documents in digestive
surgery and applies the so called proximity processing, which aims at the decom-
position of the sentence into meaningful fragments, given a partial interpretation
of the sentence. Thus RECITs analyser is a modular system, composed of two
parts which are necessary to separate the language-independent module from

the language-speci�c module. RECIT is not based on a formal grammar but on
a set of sequential semantically-driven procedures which incrementally build a
meaningful structure of the NL input. Typical medical expressions are recognised
by frequent-association rules. Some syntactic ambiguities are resolved by local
syntactic rules proper to each natural language. Minor changes are necessary for
adding of a new natural language to the system [13].

As we see, the NL input restrictions of the abovementioned prototypes can
be summarised as (i) limited vocabulary, (ii) processing of phrases and simple
sentences, (iii) often missing syntactic analysis as a separate module. More recent
prototypes have similar limitations. For instance, [8] treats limited vocabulary
(which is naturally restricted by the domain) as well as simple sentences and im-
perative phrases. Knowledge Extractor [2] acquires graphs from NL fragments
selected by the knowledge engineer who operates with the workbench in order to
assure successful acquisition of the desired CG speci�cations from on-line avail-
able technical texts. (The paper [3] presents in more detail the NL analysis).
CG Mars Lender [6, 7] skips unknown words in the input sentences exempli�ed
in [6], which is a exible strategy to de�ne a controlled language. The designers
of the workbench WebKB developed the so called Formalized English, providing
acquisition of di�erent ontological structures from text statements [9]. Although
potentially di�erent (due to the rather elaborated NLU kernel), our workbench
CGExtract is restricted in a similar manner since it deals with restricted vocab-
ulary, restricted grammar rules and restricted set of semantic primitives.

As a conclusion, we summarize typical features of the KA systems listed
above: (i) extracting CG from text, they juxtapose labels to the acquired types
according to the input words. For instance, from the sentence Rupert Murdock

owns Fox CG Mars Lander acquires the concepts [Rupert Murdock], [own] and
[Fox] (see [6]). (ii) Conceptual relations are chosen either according to the the-
matic roles assigned to verbs-events in the canonical graphs, or correspond to



a list of preliminary determined keywords yielding conceptual relations (e.g.
prepositions are often considered as markers of conceptual relations). (iii) These
systems have restricted capacity to acquire contexts and coreference links among
instances. Our prototype CGExtract shares the same features and limitations:
input words are mapped to type labels; conceptual relations appear according to
strictly de�ned rules; and there is no acquisition of contexts. However, there are
some essential improvements allowed by Parasite: (i) there is an elaborated mod-
ule for syntactic analysis, which provides intermediate structures for recognition
of discourse references among sentences and thus coreferences between instances
are possible when Parasite recognizes coreference between corresponding refer-
ents in the input discourse; and (ii) there is a prover which check the semantic
correctness of the input sentences against the available meaning postulates. It
allows to treat the variability of the input text in a more consistent manner and
provides innovative aspects of the analysis of the NL input paraphrases.

3 Processing linguistic phenomena in automatic KA

All systems for automatic KA from text have to perform at �rst lexical (morpho-
logical) and syntactic analysis of the input. For simplicity we assume here that
there are no principal diÆculties to perform the morphological and syntactic
analysis and the so called tokenization; obviously there are practical diÆculties
for every particular application, but at least theoretically the basic paradigm of
word and sentence analysis is already clearly established and well-known. Here
we focus on the semantic analysis of the input text.

Paraphrases and variations are one of the basic problems in understanding
the sentence and text semantics. Let us consider for instance the simple sentences
1.1-1.5, which encode the same statement. Sentences 1.1-1.4 contain the same
meaningful words, have similar syntactic structure and therefore, in principle,
have to cause automatic KA of the same conceptual graph:

(1.1) Newly issued securities are traded on primary market.

(1.2) All newly issued securities are traded on primary markets.

(1.3) Every newly issued security is traded on primary markets.

(1.4) A newly issued security is to be traded on primary market.

(1.5) Primary market operates with newly issued securities.

However, it would be rather diÆcult to prove that graphs acquired from (1.3)
and the universal reading of (1.1) are equivalent. An even more complicated case
is the graph corresponding to (1.5), which would contain a type [OPERATE],
so proving its equivalence to e.g. (1.4) would not be trivial and would require
relevant semantic de�nitions of OPERATE and TRADE. In this way, the "little"
variations of the article, number, quanti�cation (a, the, some, every, all, most,
usually, often), the negation and other logical operators create a practically un-
restricted set of "almost" equivalent sentences, which - according to the accepted
KA practice - have to be roughly encoded as one statement.

Further examples from terminological dictionaries, written for human read-
ers, convince us that automatic recognition of paraphrases in free text is almost



hopeless; understanding that de�nitions 2.1-2.3 are similar might be problematic
for many human beings too.

(2.1) secondary market - �nancial market, trading with securities, already
existing; usually a stock exchange

(2.2) secondary market - exchanges and over-the-counter markets where se-
curities are bought and sold subsequent to original issuance, which took place
in the primary market.

(2.3) secondary market - When stocks or bonds are traded or resold, they are
said to be sold on the secondary market. The majority of all securities transac-
tions takes place on the secondary market.

In this way, if we want to approach systematically the task of automatic
KA, our �rst step is to de�ne acceptable restrictions of the linguistic phenomena
in the input text; this controlled English language should be on the one hand
free enough to allow for expression of the facts the knowledge engineer wants to
insert in the KB and, on the other hand, limited enough to avoid ambiguities and
misunderstandings. De�ning a controlled NL might be diÆcult since we have to
explain the restrictions to the end users; but our solution is either to rely on the
linguistic machine Parasite and its capacity for analysis and diagnostics, or to
restrict the user to write and iteratively correct input text in especially designed
text �elds for acquisition of type hierarchy, type de�nitions and graphs where
we impose constraints on the sentences appearing in each �eld (see section 4).

Parasite works using a lexicon, syntax grammar rules and a knowledge base
of type (word) hierarchy and meaning postulates. The lexicon contains the mor-
phological description of the words recognised in the input text. The grammar
currently covers most of the English syntax, including complex embedded sen-
tences. The hierarchy is a tree, but each type might participate more than once.
The meaning postulates de�ne in logical format the word semantics. It is not
obligatory to de�ne in advance the semantics of each word to be processed; the
designer only has to keep in mind that the prover of the semantic correctness
works with the available postulates. Parasite is an open system and allows for the
insertion of new words, grammar rules and meaning postulates. When started
Parasite checks the KB consistency (contradictions, loop de�nitions).

As a typical NLU artefact (in contrast to some prototypes for automatic
KA), Parasite analyses every input string. It processes separate sentences as
well as extended discourse of several sentences. Given a text paragraph, the user
might choose analysis type: either independent analysis sentence by sentence, or
analysis of all sentences as coherent discourse.

The analysis is performed step by step, starting by morphological and syn-
tactic analysis. Diagnostics is available in cases of unknown or non-correctly de-
rived words, as well as for wrong or ambiguous sentence structure. Soft parsing
techniques provide correct analysis of sentences with "small" syntax errors (e.g.
wrong subject-verb agreement). Some ambiguity types are resolved by heuris-
tically prede�ned preference scores; currently the PP-attachment problems are
tackled. Syntax analysis fails in case of unknown input words and unresolvable
ambiguities. Then the user of CGExtract is o�ered the possibility to correct or



paraphrase the input and to continue working with the same text (more discus-
sion in Section 4).

After correct syntax analysis Parasite performs semantic analysis (see [1,
11, 12]). Meaning postulates are encoded in a language which is a "dynamic,
constructive version of Ray Turner's 'property theory': everyone else should just
note that if you want computers to do anything about meaning you have to
express it in a language which is (a) expressive enough to capture the richness
of natural language and (b) formal enough for a computer to do something with
it". There are not too many contenders" [11].

Example of Meaning postulate for "bond":

lexicalMP(

forall(X :: {bond(X)}, debt(X) &

exists(Z::{capital(Z)}, theta(Z,$of,X) &

exists(Y::{devide(Y)}, theta(Y,$object,Z))))

Equivalent CG for "bond":

typedef BOND(X) is

[debt:x]->(of)->[capital]<-(obj)-<[devide]

4 CGExtract: a case study of KA

CGExtract assumes that its user is a knowledge engineer, since it provides op-
tions to choice among sophisticated KB structures. In this section we describe in
more details the construction process and the KB consistency checks performed
at present.

Inserted sentence:

A local government authority issues a municipal bond to pay for a community

infrastructure project.

Dependency tree:

{issue,s}

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{authority,} to for {bon

---------------------------- ------ ------------------------------ ----------------

a {local,} {government,} {pay,} {project,} a {municipal,}

--------------------------------

a {community,} {infrastructure,}

Model:



issue(#354).

theta(#354, agent, #356).

theta(#354, for, #357).

theta(#354, object, #358).

government(#356, lambda(A, local(A, lambda(B, authority(B))))).

infrastructure(#357, lambda(A, community(A, lambda(B, project(B))))).

municipal(#358,

lambda(A,

bond(A)

& purpose(A,

lambda(B,

theta(#359, agent, B)

& C . #359

& pay(lambda(D, theta(#359, identity, D)))

& lambda(D, theta(#359, identity, D))

is event)))).

Figure 1. Input sentence, its dependency tree and model produced by Para-
site.

Figure 1 displays Parasite output for one English sentence A local government

authority issues a municipal bond to pay for a community infrastructure project.
The logical form and the model are input for CGExtract, from where we start the
construction of a CG KB. Note the thematic roles AGENT, OBJ, FOR, encoded
by Parasite as theta-terms in the model as well as the PURPOSE-relation which
links the embedded sentence 'to pay for a community infrastructure project'
to the main predicate ISSUE. These roles yield conceptual relations for the
corresponding conceptual graphs.

As we've already said, CGExtract does not deal with the proper NL analysis.
Given (i) already de�ned initial type hierarchy and means for recognition of
complex type labels in the text (i.e. INCOME TAX is a concept label recognized
from the consequent tokens income tax);

(ii) corresponding words in Parasite's lexicon and relevant amount and con-
tent of meaning postulates, and

(iii) input text of few English sentences,
CGExtract (i) constructs new types, type de�nitions and graphs (one graph

per given input fragment) and (ii) proves KB consistency.

4.1 Acquisition of types, type de�nitions and graphs from English

text

To distinguish between universal and existential readings of sentences, CGEx-
tract supports separately the three cases of KB assertion, as shown at Fig. 2.



View and Update Type Labels allows for browsing of already asserted
complex type label like FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT, FINANCIAL MARKET
etc. as well as for editing of the initial type hierarchy. In this way the knowledge
engineer might keep fresh his/her memory of existing KB labels.

Update Type Hierarchy opens an interface for automatic acquisition of
new types from simple English sentences and their assertion in the KB hierarchy.
Examples for input sentences are
(3.1) A subsidy is a �nancial instrument.
(3.2) A government is a �nancial institution.
The hierarchy is built top-down, i.e. a child is de�ned by IS A relation to its
parent.

Acquisition of Type De�nitions is linked to an interface where the user
types in English text. Although given in singular, all sentences are treated as uni-
versal statements (because the default is that the type de�nition encode state-
ments valid for all instances). CGExtract considers all given sentences as one
de�nition, i.e. Parasite processes the text as extended discourse. It is clear that
de�nitions have to deal with already existing types; fortunately in our case miss-
ing types are diagnosticised as missing words by Parasite. Section 4.2 discusses
checks of the semantic consistency of type de�nitions.

Acquisition of Conceptual Graphs opens an interface where the user
types in English sentences to express existential statements, which are encoded
as conceptual graphs. An example is given at Fig. 3a and 3b. The user enters free
text and Acquisition of types, type de�nitions and graphs from English text and
receives feedback after linguistic analysis. The idea is that after some experience
and several iterations, the users will most probably learn the controlled English
providing the desired KB insertions. Fig. 3a displays input of disconnected but
correct sentences. Since the semantic analysis of the two sentences shows they
are correct separate statements, two conceptual graphs are generated. However,
the default is that CGExtract acquires one graph from each input fragment.
CGExtract prompts the user to edit the input text in order to turn it to coher-
ent discourse or to delete the redundant sentence. If the user corrects the input
as shown at Fig. 3b, one connected graph will be acquired. Parasite recognises
the coreference between 'municipal bond' in sentences one and two and CGEx-
tract builds one instance of [MUNICIPAL BOND] accordingly.



Fig. 2. The main CGExtract interface

4.2 Support of KB consistency

After acquisition of a new type de�nition or new graph, CGExtract tests the
e�ects of its eventual KB assertion. Support of KB consistency involves the
following tasks:

CGExtract checks whether the new generated de�nition/graph has a log-
ical model under the available background knowledge, i.e. is it semantically
correct and is the discourse coherent. This model is in fact an internal text
representation, encoded as follows. First, the model places the concepts of the
new graph/de�nition within the hierarchy of natural types; for instance, if [MU-
NICIPAL BOND] appears in the new graph, then the model contains its parents

[BOND], [DEBT INSTRUMENT] and [FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT] (these par-
ents are not shown in Fig. 1 for brevety's sake).

Second, di�erent objects have unique numbers (anchors) in the model; the
properties that some of the objects possess are enumerated too, as well as the
relations between them. Fig. 1 contains the unique numbers #356, #357, #358
etc. The system Parasite constructs this model (essentially a Herbrand model).
After that CGExtract translates the model to Parasite's meaning postulate form
and to CG Prolog format and proves whether the new graph contradicts to the
already existing KB graphs.



issue

municipal_bondobj

agent

purpose

attr

for attrpay project community_infrastructure

authority local_government

interestinvestor attrof income_tax_free

Fig. 3a. Non-coherent input to CGExtract

obj

of

attr

attr

for attr

attr

purpose

issue

pay project

insert

authority local_government

income_tax_free

municipal_bond

community_infrastructure

Fig. 3b. Building one connected graph from two input sentences



After constructing the model, Parasite checks whether the new graph or
type de�nition yields loop de�nitions with already asserted KB statements. For
instance, consecutive entry of the sentences:

(4.1) A municipal bond has an interest.

(4.2) If a municipal bond has an interest it is exempt from income taxes.

will cause indication of a loop for the second de�nition. This operation for
checking consistency avoids multiple de�nitions of partially overlapping state-
ments in the knowledge base.

Additional function tested at present is the insertion of new meaning pos-
tulates, i.e. translation of the newly acquired graphs to Parasite's meaning pos-
tulates, in order to improve the knowledge resource of the NLU component for
more sophisticated acquisition.

5 Conclusion

The idea to develop the workbench CGExtract appeared in the Larast project,
where So�a team has to construct a larger KB of CG in the �nancial domain.

Using CGExtract, relatively simple graph can be easily acquired; the semantic
checks of KB consistency is the most useful functionality of the workbench. At
the same time it is clear that rather complex graphs (like e.g. the birthday
party example [19]) can be acquired only if our restricted English is turned to
formalised English by further constraints. Despite the limitations, CGExtract is
a very useful tool in restricted domains.

At present we plan further developments in the following directions:

(i) Elaborated features for de�nition of the type hierarchy. The type hierar-
chy can be updated not only by adding new leaves to the hierarchy tree (which is
the present solution), but also by adding new types between existing parent and
children nodes. This assumes more sophisticated NLdescription of the new type
and its position among the others; then the is a de�nition will be rather com-
plex and will most probably be represented by several sentences using extended
discourse to describe all parents and children. We plan to develop an interactive
augmentation of the hierarchy;

(ii) Dialog in cases of ambiguities, especially in cases when more than one
graph can be acquired from the given input. The system will show graphical
representations of all possible graph translations of the given text and will discuss

them. The user can choose one of them or skip all of them and enter new text.
In the �rst situation after choosing the correct graph representation CGExtract
resumes the processing.

(iii) Help with samples of controlled English.

(iv) CGWorld will be supplied with functions for better automatic positioning
of the acquired graphs, i.e. will generate a plane representation with minimal
crossed incoming and outgoing arcs. We have to note that the present drag-and-
drop interface will be preserved for further manipulations of the graph to be
used by the user if needed.
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